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ABSTRACT Compared to the traditional orthogonal multiple access (OMA), non-orthogonal multiple
access (NOMA) technology can achieve higher spectrum efficiency and support more massive connectivity.
In this article, we conduct comprehensive study and comparison on current NOMA technologies that
many mainstream companies have proposed for the fifth generation (5G) wireless communication standard.
According to the characteristics of the NOMA schemes, we classify these schemes into four categories:
scrambling-based NOMA, spreading-based NOMA, coding-based NOMA and interleaving-based NOMA.
We systematically summarize the transceiver block diagram of each category, and detail basic principles, key
features and transmission-reception algorithms of all NOMA schemes. Furthermore, the theoretical analysis
based on average mutual information is given to evaluate the achievable sum-rate performance of the NOMA
systems and their potential performance gains as compared with OMA. Comprehensive simulations are
carried out for the block-error-rate (BLER) performance evaluation of these NOMA schemes as well, which
coincide with the theoretical analysis. By comparing the performance of these technologies, some promising
schemes and directions are suggested for the future 5G NOMA development.

INDEX TERMS NOMA, 5G, scrambling, spreading, coding, interleaving.

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH the rapid development of mobile Internet of
things (IoT), much more user equipments (UEs) and

much higher data-rate pose big challenges for the future
mobile wireless network. In 2014, the international mobile
telecommunication (IMT)-2020 promotion group proposed
the vision and requirements of the fifth generation (5G)
wireless communication. The 5G system aims to support
much higher spectral efficiency (SE) and much more mas-
sive connectivity, and new non-orthogonal multiple access
(NOMA) is one key technology to meet these strict require-
ments [1]–[4]. The typical application scenarios of 5G con-
sist of enhanced Mobile BroadBand (eMBB), massive Ma-
chine Type Communications (mMTC), and Ultra-Reliable
and Low Latency Communications (URLLC). Each scenario
has distinct service feature and requirement. High SE (up to
15bps/Hz for uplink and 30bps/Hz for downlink), massive
connection (1 million devices/km2) and ultra reliability (
10−5 packet error rate within 1ms user-plane latency) are
key performance indicators (KPIs) for eMBB, mMTC and
URLLC [5], respectively. The study on NOMA started from

the 3rd generation partnership project (3GPP) Release 14
(Rel-14) since September 2014, and it is ongoing at the
study-item (SI) step of 3GPP Rel-15 until May 2018. The
current target is to provide self evaluation against eMBB,
mMTC and URLLC requirements and test environments for
5G new radio (NR) standardization. By the end of June 2019,
3GPP Rel-16 will accomplish the final 5G NR submission,
including description template, compliance template, and self
evaluation results.

The conventional orthogonal multiple access (OMA) tech-
nology allocates orthogonal time and frequency resources for
multiple users, and each user’s receiver can take advantage
of this orthogonality to separate out its own signal from oth-
ers simply. The NOMA technique utilizes the superposition
coding principle to multiplex multiple users onto the same
time and frequency resources. Therefore, NOMA can enlarge
the number of connections by introducing controlled symbol
collisions. Actually, NOMA can approach the capacity bound
of the multi-user system more closely than OMA [6]. For the
sake of intuition, consider a simple two-user uplink multiple
access (MAC) system on the additive white gaussian noise
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FIGURE 1: The capacity regions of OMA and NOMA.

(AWGN) channel. In Fig.1, the dashed curve and the real
curve show the capacity regions for OMA and NOMA,
respectively. pi denotes the user’s power, and N0 denotes the
single-sided power spectral density of the AWGN. The points
C1 and C2 denote the maximum individual rate for user1
and user2, respectively, and the points A, B and E denote
the maximum sum-rate. It is observed that the sum-rate of
NOMA is usually higher than OMA except for one point
E [7]. Hence the NOMA scheme based on superposition
transmission has obvious advantages over OMA in terms of
sum-rate, user-fairness and scheduling-flexibility.

Recently, many NOMA schemes were proposed for 5G,
such as the power-domain NOMA [8], the low-density
spreading (LDS) multiple access [9, 10], resource spread
multiple access (RSMA) [11], low code rate and signature
based shared access (LSSA) [12], multi-user shared access
(MUSA) [13], non-orthogonal coded access (NOCA) [14],
non-orthogonal coded multiple access (NCMA) [15], group
orthogonal coded access (GOCA) [16], welch-bound spread-
ing multiple access (WSMA) [17], pattern division multiple
access (PDMA) [18], low density signature-signature vec-
tor extension (LDS-SVE) [19], sparse code multiple access
(SCMA) [20], interleave-grid multiple access (IGMA) [21],
interleave division multiple access (IDMA) [22], low code
rate spreading (LCRS) [23], and repetition division multi-
ple access (RDMA) [16]. These techniques all follow the
superposition principle, and the difference among them is
the user’s signature design which is based on scrambling,
spreading, coding, or interleaving distinctness. Therefore,
we classify these schemes into four categories: scrambling-
based, spreading-based, coding-based and interleaving-based
NOMA[24].

The main contributions of this paper can be summarized
as follows:
• We propose an overall classification of NOMA schemes

which are key candidates in 5G according to their
characteristics, systematically summarize the transceiv-
er block diagram of each category, and detail basic
principles, key features and transmission-reception al-
gorithms of all NOMA schemes.

• We comprehensively compare all these NOMA and
OMA schemes in terms of theoretical analysis, simula-
tion performance and receiver complexity. Thus, some
promising schemes and directions are suggested for the
future 5G NOMA development.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. In Section
II, we systematically summarize the key features of each
category of the NOMA schemes, and discuss distinctness
and similarity among them. In Section III, theoretical per-
formance comparison is given based on the average mutual
information (AMI) analysis. Section IV shows simulation
results and the receiver complexity comparison of the NOMA
schemes. Finally, conclusions are reached in Section V.

II. MULTIPLE ACCESS SYSTEM MODELS
In this section, key features of four NOMA categories are
surveyed and compared comprehensively.

A. SCRAMBLING-BASED NOMA
Scrambling-based NOMA schemes consist of RSMA from
Qualcomm, LSSA from ETRI and power-domain NOMA
from NTT DoCoMo. The basic block diagram is shown in
Fig.2. This scheme uses different scrambling signature for
each user, and adopts a low-rate channel coding or repetition
coding for multi-user decoding. The Scrambling operation is
carried out after the modulation. Minimum mean square error
with successive interference cancellation (MMSE-SIC) and
elementary signal estimator (ESE) are used for the multi-user
detection (MUD) [25]. The long scrambling sequences are
used in RSMA. However, a long user signature causes high
decoding complexity and latency. Thus the length of signa-
ture vectors is designed as short as possible in LSSA. Power-
domain NOMA is considered as a special scrambling-based
NOMA scheme whose scrambling-multiplication sequences
are all “1”.

RSMA utilizes the low cross-correlation properties of
long pseudo-random scrambling codes. Actually, after the
descrambling, the ratio of signal to interference power is
directly proportional to the scrambling-code length. It is
worth noting that each user can transmit signal at any time
for the asynchronous RSMA. Depending on the application
scenarios, it can adopt single-carrier RSMA or multi-carrier
RSMA. Single-carrier RSMA can be used in the uplink
access to reduce peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) of UE.
Multi-carrier RSMA is utilized in the downlink access to
simplify the receiver complexity in the frequency-selective
wireless fading channels. RSMA also can extend to multiple
layers. Treating layers as virtual users, data is split into
multiple parallel layers for each user. The complexity of
multi-layer RSMA is higher than single-layer RSMA.

In the LSSA scheme, each user’s information data is
encoded by a low-rate channel coding, and then the output
of channel encoder is multiplexed with the user specific
signature which is either assigned to the user or chosen
randomly in a pre-assigned signature pattern pool. All users’
signatures have the same short vector length. This signature
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pattern is unknown to other uplink users. By correlating with
signature patterns, the base station is able to distinguish the
overlapped user signals even if the transmission timing is
different from each other. The LSSA also has a multi-carrier
variant in order to exploit frequency diversity provided by
wider bandwidth and achieve lower latency.

Power-domain NOMA can serve multiple users on the
same radio resources by allocating different power to mul-
tiple users. The key idea of power-domain NOMA is to
allocate more power to the far user with poorer channel
condition due to the near-far effect. At the receiver side, those
multiplexed users can be separated by the MMSE-SIC MUD
method thanks to the large power-domain difference between
near-far paired UEs .

B. SPREADING-BASED NOMA

MUSA from ZTE, NOCA from Nokia, NCMA from LGE,
GOCA from Mediatek and WSMA from Ericsson all be-
long to the spreading-based NOMA schemes. Fig.3 shows
its transceiver block diagram. The key feature is to use
nonorthogonal short spreading sequences with relatively
low cross-correlation for distinguishing multiple users, and
the spreading sequences are non-sparse. The spreading se-
quences and the decoding algorithm are different for these
schemes. The short spreading sequences of MUSA are taken
in the complex-number domain. The spreading sequences
used for NOCA are the low-correlation sequences defined
in LTE [26]. The NCMA spreading sequences are obtained
by Grassmannian line packing problem [27]. The WSMA
spreading sequences are based on the Welch bound [28].
The GOCA spreading codes adopt grouped orthogonal se-
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FIGURE 4: The elements of the complex spreading se-
quence.

quences.
In MUSA, modulation symbols of multiple users are

spreaded by specially designed short sequences. All spread-
ing symbols are transmitted over the same time-frequency re-
sources. Multiple spreading sequences constitute a pool from
which each user can randomly choose one. The spreading
sequences of MUSA are complex-valued, in which the real
part and imaginary part are both taken from a real-valued
multi-level set with uniform distribution. For example, in
Fig.4, for a 3-value set {-1, 0, 1} in the real part and imagi-
nary part, there are nine constellation points in the complex
plane, and every complex element of the spreading sequence
is randomly taken from these nine constellation points with
independent equal probability to compose a pseudo-random
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short spreading sequence. At the receiver, the codeword-level
SIC detection is used to separate out its own signal from
overlapped signals.

The basic idea of NOCA is also that modulation symbols
are spreaded using nonorthogonal sequences before trans-
mission. The spreading sequences of NOCA are the refer-
ence signals defined in LTE, which are generated by cyclic
shifts of a base sequence. The minimum spreading factor is
6. The original modulated data sequence is first converted
into parallel subsequences. Afterwards, each subsequence is
spreaded by nonorthogonal sequences and then mapped onto
different subcarriers. The minimum mean square error with
parallel interference cancellation (MMSE-PIC) receiver is
used to decode each user’s data from superimposed signals.
NOCA provides plenty of spreading sequences, therefore can
support higher overloading and facilitate to perform inter-cell
coordination for interference mitigation.

NCMA’s nonorthogonal spreading codes are obtained by
Grassmannian line packing problem. The spreading code-
book design aims to maximize the minimum chordal distance
between spreading codes. The MMSE-PIC algorithm is used
for NCMA at the receiver.

WSMA’s spreading sequence design is based on the Welch
bound to minimize the cross-correlation of the spreading se-
quences. At the receiver, the MMSE-SIC algorithm is utilized
for MUD. Compare to the randomly spreading sequences
in MUSA, WSMA spread sequences have relatively lower
cross-correlation.

GOCA adopts a two-stage method to generate grouped
orthogonal sequences, and then spreads modulated symbols
into the same time and frequency resources. Orthogonal
sequences and nonorthogonal sequences are used in the
first and the second stage, respectively. GOCA’s spreading
sequences can be divided into different groups for multiple
users, and each group has the same orthogonal sequence
set and different nonorthogonal sequences. Thus, the users
within each group remain orthogonality, while the users in
different groups are nonorthogonal. GOCA also takes advan-
tage of the MMSE-SIC algorithm for multi-user decoding.

C. CODING-BASED NOMA
Coding-based NOMA schemes are composed of PDMA
from CATT, LDS-SVE from Fujitsu and SCMA from
Huawei. The transceiver block diagram is depicted in Fig.5.
Its distinct characteristic is to design the sparse codebook
overlapped in the multiple (space, code, time or frequen-
cy) domains for the multiple users. The message passing
algorithm (MPA) detector is implemented for MUD. The
complexity order of MPA is exponential with the size of
codebook and the degree of signal superposition on a given
resource element (RE), which is very high for applications. A
novel low-complexity iterative receiver based on expectation
propagation algorithm (EPA) was proposed to reduce the
complexity order from exponential to linear and can achieve
nearly the same block error rate (BLER) performance [29].

PDMA, which is based on SAMA (SIC Amenable Multi-
ple Access) technique [30], can be realized in multiple do-
mains, including code domain, power domain, space domain
or their combinations. It is a joint design of transmitter and
receiver, especially with unequal diversity at the transmitter
side and equal diversity at the receiver side. A PDMA pat-
tern defines the mapping of transmitted data to a group of
resources. As an example, a PDMA pattern matrix for 6 users
on 4 REs is expressed as following

G =


1 1 1 0 0 0
1 1 0 1 0 0
1 1 1 0 1 0
1 0 0 1 0 1


Fig.6 shows the corresponding resource mapping process.

The order of transmission diversity of the six users is 4,
3, 2, 2, 1, and 1, respectively. The pattern is designed to
differentiate multiple users sharing the same resources. The
performance depends on this pattern matrix of PDMA.

LDS-SVE is based on the original LDS to design a larger
user signature vector. The extension can be accomplished
by transforming and concatenating several element signature
vectors into a larger signature vector. LDS-SVE maps user
signature vectors across a few resource blocks (RBs) so as
to exploit the time and frequency diversity from the channel
variation.
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In SCMA, the coded bits of multiple data layer are directly
mapped to the codewords according to the corresponding
codebook set in the time and frequency domain. Fig.7 shows
an example of a codebook set containing 6 codebooks for 6
data layers overlapped on 4 REs. Each codebook has 4 multi-
dimensional complex codewords that correspond to 4 points
of the Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK) constellation,
respectively. The length of each codeword is 4, which is the
same as the spreading length. The codeword of each layer is
selected based on the input bit-sequence. It allows superposi-
tion of multiple symbols from different users on each RE. In
Fig.7, there are 3 symbols from different UEs overlapped on
each RE, and the order of transmission diversity is 2 for all
six users . The corresponding mapping matrix F is shown as
following

F =


0 1 1 0 1 0
1 0 1 0 0 1
0 1 0 1 0 1
1 0 0 1 1 0


The design of SCMA codebook is based on joint opti-

mization of the sparse spreading codebook and the multi-
dimensional rotational constellation to achieve additional
“shaping” gain that is impossible for PDMA and LDS-SVE.
Besides, in order to support multiple users with different
business (such as coverage, connections and capacity), the
irregular SCMA codebook is proposed, whose degree of
layer’s RE is different. SCMA also uses the sparse spreading
codebook to reduce the number of symbol collisions and thus
lower the MUD complexity.

D. INTERLEAVING-BASED NOMA
IGMA from Samsung, RDMA from Mediatek, IDMA from
Nokia and LCRS from Intel constitute the interleaving-based
NOMA schemes, which originate from the basic concept
IDMA [31, 32]. Their common distinct characteristic is to use
different channel interleavers overlapped for multiple users
and combine with a low-rate channel coding for multi-user
decoding.

IDMA, as an original interleaving-based NOMA scheme,
utilizes different random interleave patterns to separate users.

In the transmitter, the superposition of multiple symbols from
all users is carried out on each RE, so the number of symbol
collisions is equal to the number of users. In the receiver,
the low-complexity ESE algorithm is implemented for MUD
[25]. The low-complexity ESE provides log-likelihood ratio
(LLR) estimates to the channel decoder, and in turn the
channel decoder sends extrinsic LLR estimates to the ESE.

RDMA uses a simple cyclic-shift repetition pattern to
separate different users’ signals and utilize both time and
frequency diversity. It can be viewed as a special cyclic
interleaving. The SIC receiver is utilized to decode each
user’s data from superimposed signal.

In LCRS, the channel encoding, bit-level repetition, bit-
level interleaving and modulation are carried out sequentially
for each user. In the receiver, MMSE-PIC is performed for
MUD.

The IGMA transceiver block diagram is shown in Fig.8.
In the transmitter, the channel encoding, bit-level repetition,
bit-level interleaving, modulation, zero padding and symbol-
level interleaving are carried out sequentially for each user. In
the receiver, the ESE algorithm is implemented for the multi-
user decoding. Besides the interleaving pattern, IGMA also
uses a sparse grid mapping pattern overlapped in the time
and frequency domain, which is like LDS. Thus, IGMA is
actually a mixture of interleaving-based and coding-based
schemes. The sparse grid mapping pattern can reduce the
symbol collisions and lower the detection complexity as
compared with the conventional IDMA scheme.

III. THEORETICAL PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
The AMI reflects the maximum information rate that can
be reliably transmitted for given channel state information.
In the single user case, the AMI between the signal after
constellation mapping and that before the soft demapper is
called coded modulation (CM)-AMI [33]. We extend this
CM-AMI analysis to the multi-user case for evaluating the
achievable sum-rate performance of the NOMA systems.
x = [x1, x2, ..., xJ ] denotes the multi-user modulation
symbol vector before the NOMA signature pattern, and
y = (y1, ..., yK∗Nr ) represents the channel-output sym-
bol vector at the receiver. J , K, M and Nr denote the
number of users, the NOMA signature length, the order of
modulation, and the number of receive antennas, respec-
tively. Assuming equiprobable input of constellation points,
Ω = {ω0, ω1, ..., ω2MJ−1} denotes the high-dimensional
constellation set, then the CM-AMI can be computed as

ICM =
1

K
I(x;y |H )

=
1

K
(H (x)−H (x |y ))

=
J log2M

K
− 1

K
Ex,y,H

log2


∑
w∈Ω

P (y|x = w,H)

P (y|x,H)


(1)
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The Monte Carlo simulation technique is used to calculate
the expectation in (1). Assuming a six-user uplink MAC
system on the tapped delay line (TDL)-A-30 channel H [34]
and ideal channel estimation, the CM-AMI curves of the
NOMA schemes and orthogonal frequency division multi-
ple access (OFDMA) are shown in Fig.9. Some parameters
without channel coding are shown in Table 1. Overloading
factor is 150%, SE per user is 0.25bps/Hz, and the sum-rate
is 1.5bps/Hz. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is defined as
the ratio of average total received multi-users’ power to the
noise power at each receive antenna for given bandwidth. The
number of users, SE per user and transmission bandwidth are
identical for both NOMA and OFDMA schemes to secure the
comparison fairness. It can be observed that SCMA, PDMA,
IGMA, WSMA, RSMA and MUSA can obtain 2.3dB, 2.25d-
B, 2.12dB, 2.09dB, 1.78dB, and 1.78dB SNR gains as com-
pared with OFDMA at the achievable sum-rate 1.5bps/Hz,
respectively. Thus, theoretically, the multi-user AMI analysis
proves the significant superiority of NOMA schemes over
OMA for given achievable sum-rate. In addition, the coding-
based NOMA schemes have some performance advantage.

TABLE 1: Simulation parameters

Parameter Value
Carrier frequency 2GHz
Length of information bits 216bits
System bandwidth 10MHz
Modulation QPSK; 16QAM
Code rate 1/2; 3/4
Channel coding LTE turbo code
Antenna configuration 1Tx; 2Rx
Channel model TDL-A-30
Channel estimation Ideal; Realistic
FFT length 1024
Overloading factor 150% ; 200%
Users 6; 8

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND COMPLEXITY
COMPARISON
In this section, simulation results are provided to evaluate
the error performance of the uplink NOMA schemes. The
detailed simulation parameters are shown in Table 1. Multi-
ple UEs are assumed to share the same 6 physical resource
blocks (PRBs) to transmit signals. One PRB takes 12 OFDM
symbols in time domain and 12 subcarrier in frequency
domain.

A. RESULTS OF NOMA SCHEMES WITH IDEAL
CHANNEL ESTIMATION

Assuming ideal channel estimation, Fig.10 and Fig.11
compare the BLER performance of NOMA and OFDMA
schemes for 6 and 8 UEs, respectively. LTE turbo code is
used [35]. In Fig.10, QPSK and half code rate for NOMA,
QPSK and 3/4 code rate for OFDMA, overloading factor is
150%, SE per user is 0.25bps/Hz, and the sum-rate is 1.5bp-
s/Hz. In Fig.11, QPSK and half rate for NOMA, 16QAM and
half rate for OFDMA, overloading factor is 200%, SE per
user is 0.25bps/Hz, and the sum-rate is 2.0bps/Hz. In Fig.10,
SCMA, PDMA, IGMA, WSMA, RSMA and MUSA achieve
1.0dB, 1.0dB, 1.0dB, 1.0dB, 0.9dB, and 0.7dB SNR gain at
target BLER 0.1 as compared with OFDMA, respectively,
which coincides with the theoretical AMI analysis in Fig.9.
In Fig.11, SCMA, PDMA, MUSA, RSMA and IGMA obtain
1.8dB, 1.8dB, 1.6dB, 1.55dB and 1.33dB SNR gain at target
BLER 0.1 as compared with OFDMA, respectively. There-
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FIGURE 10: 6-user BLER performance comparison of NO-
MA under TDL-A-30 channel.
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FIGURE 11: 8-user BLER performance comparison of NO-
MA under TDL-A-30 channel.

fore, the performance gains of NOMA schemes over OFD-
MA are significant. Besides, when the UE number increases,
the OFDMA system needs to use higher order modulation so
as to suffer serious performance loss, while NOMA with low
order modulation can take full advantage of the superposition
coding for higher overloading factor so as to have slight
performance loss. Thus, comparing Fig.10 and Fig.11, the
BLER performance difference between NOMA schemes and
OFDMA grows with the increase of UE number.

B. RESULTS OF NOMA SCHEMES WITH REALISTIC
CHANNEL ESTIMATION
For the sake of application, the performance results of turbo-
coded NOMA schemes with realistic channel estimation are
presented in Fig.13, and the 6-UE case is assumed as Fig.10.
Fig.12 illustrates mapping process of reference signals for
user j. The first OFDM symbol of a radio frame is used to
transmit the LTE reference signal sequences [26], and the
following 6 OFDM symbols are taken to send the signals
of 6 UEs. The RE for reference signal of user j, which is
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FIGURE 12: Mapping of reference signals for user j (normal
cyclic prefix).
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FIGURE 13: 6-user BLER performance comparison of NO-
MA under TDL-A-30 with realistic channel estimation.

denoted by Rj , separates from other UEs and distributes with
6-subcarrier spacing in the spectrum. Linear Minimum Mean
Square Error (LMMSE) channel estimation and linear inter-
polation algorithm are used in the realistic channel estimation
schemes. In Fig.13, SCMA, PDMA, IGMA, WSMA, RSMA
and MUSA have 0.97dB, 0.85dB, 0.84dB, 0.68dB, 0.66dB
and 0.65dB SNR gain as compared with OFDMA at target
BLER 0.1, respectively. Therefore, NOMA schemes remain
superior to OMA in terms of realistic channel estimation,
which is very robust for the engineering application.

C. RESULTS OF GRANT-FREE NOMA SCHEMES
For the sake of robustness, the BLER performance result-
s of grant-free turbo-coded NOMA schemes are depicted
in Fig.14, and the 6-UE case is assumed as Fig.10. The
allocation of codebook to each UE can be either fixed or
random. For grant-based NOMA schemes, a base station
(BS) allocates different codebooks to UEs, which is very
complicated and requires the BS-scheduling to cause rather
high latency. For grant-free NOMA schemes, UEs randomly
choose the codebook without the BS-scheduling, which is
much simpler and very suitable for low-latency applications.
Actually, MUSA, IGMA and RSMA are grant-free by nature.
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FIGURE 14: 6-user BLER grant-free performance compari-
son of NOMA under TDL-A-30 channel .

But some codebook, pattern and spreading collisions will oc-
cur for grant-free SCMA, PDMA and WSMA, respectively,
which will cause some performance loss. Taking grant-based
OFDMA as a baseline, IGMA, SCMA, MUSA and RSMA
remain 1.0dB, 0.9dB, 0.6dB, and 0.4dB SNR gain at target
BLER 0.1, respectively, while PDMA and WSMA suffer
0.3dB and 0.4dB SNR loss, respectively. Hence, IGMA,
SCMA, MUSA and RSMA are robust for the grant-free
scenario.

D. RESULTS OF LDPC-CODED NOMA SCHEMES
Powerful low density parity check (LDPC) codes are adopted
in the latest 5G standard [36]. The BLER performance of
the LDPC-coded NOMA schemes is evaluated in Fig.15, and
the 6-UE case is assumed as Fig.10. Assuming ideal channel
estimation and grant-based scheme, LDPC-coded SCMA,
PDMA, WSMA, IGMA, MUSA and RSMA obtain 0.9dB,
0.9dB, 0.9dB, 0.9dB, 0.9dB and 0.8dB at target BLER 0.1
under TDL-A-30 channel as compared with LDPC-coded
OFDMA, respectively. Actually, the LDPC-coded NOMA
schemes have almost the same BLER and SNR gain as the
corresponding turbo-coded NOMA schemes in Fig.10. Thus,
NOMA schemes are robust for 5G LDPC codes.

E. COMPLEXITY COMPARISON
The receiver decoding algorithms of NOMA schemes are
summarized in Table 2. Coding-based NOMA schemes, such
as SCMA, PDMA and LDS-SVE, employ the MPA receiver
for the iterative detection combining with the channel decod-
ing, and the number of external iteration and that of internal
iteration are 4 and 3, respectively. RSMA, IDMA and IGMA
use the ESE algorithm for the iterative detection, and the
number of external iteration is 4. LCRS, NOCA and NCMA
utilize the MMSE-PIC algorithm without external iteration.
For MUSA and WSMA, the MMSE-SIC without external
iteration is used. For the 6-UE case in Fig.10, we compute
the total NOMA detection and turbo decoding complexity
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FIGURE 15: 6-user LDPC-coded BLER performance com-
parison of NOMA under TDL-A-30 channel .

of NOMA schemes at the receiver, including multiplication,
addition and comparison operations [37]. For the sake of
statistic, one comparison operation is equal to one addition
operation, while one multiplication operation equals eight
addition operations. Taking the external and internal itera-
tions into account, Table 2 shows the decoding operations
per information bit and the relative complexity percentage
as compared to SCMA. Obviously, the complexity of SC-
MA is highest, while MUSA and WSMA have almost the
same lowest complexity. However, the overall receiver detec-
tion/decoding operations are on the same complexity order
for all NOMA schemes.

V. CONCLUSION
In this article, the latest NOMA schemes proposed for the 5G
standard are comprehensively studied and compared. Firstly,
we classify these schemes into four categories: scrambling-
based, spreading-based, coding-based and interleaving-based
NOMA schemes. Key characteristics and transceiver algo-
rithms of each NOMA scheme are detailed and compared.
Theoretically, it is proved by the multi-user AMI analysis that
NOMA schemes can obtain significant SNR gain for given
achievable sum-rate. Practically, comprehensive simulation
results verify such remarkable gain, even for the realistic
channel estimation and the grant-free scenario. Complexity
comparison of NOMA schemes is also given. It seems that
coding-based and spreading-based NOMA schemes have
some advantages in terms of bigger connectivity and robust-
ness. However, we think that there is still some improvement
room for these schemes to combine the NOMA signatures
(patterns) with 5G-adopted powerful LDPC codes, high-
order modulation, and incremental redundancy hybrid ARQ
(HARQ) schemes.
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